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+441452722838 - http://taipan-chinese.poi.place/

Here you can find the menu of Taipan Chinese Takeaway in Gloucester. At the moment, there are 17 menus and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What tenchins likes about

Taipan Chinese Takeaway:
Always prompt, efficient and friendly service here. Been going for 13 years and never fails. The pork balls are

pure art. Marinated pork in crispy batter with whatever sauce you choose. Heaven. All other dishes superb and
the new salt and pepper chips are unreal. The place needs decorating but hey hoe you can't rush the man and
his wife needn't keep reminding him every 6 months. Nice job. read more. The restaurant is accessible and can
therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological disabilities. What Cynical traveller doesn't like about

Taipan Chinese Takeaway:
Not been here for a while, since the takeaway we tend to use was closed for holidays. I ordered one dish which
was king prawn salted and chillie. Got it home, it was a very dry dish but the issue was the batter on the prawns
was not thoroughly cooked was somewhat pasty. I struggled my way through a bit more than half of it before not
enjoying is sufficiently to bother continuing. They can take a bit more care, in my... read more. At Taipan Chinese

Takeaway in Gloucester, tasty barbecue is freshly grilled on an open flame and garnished with tasty sides,
Many visitors find it particularly great that they can try the versatile, delicious Chinese cuisine. Most dishes are

prepared in the shortest time for you and served.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
SALT AND PEPPER SQUID

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Desser�
CREPES

�ngerfoo�
CALAMARES

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Lam� & Hähnche�
SWEET AND SOUR

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Chicke� dishe�
SWEET AND SOUR CHICKEN

Barbecu�
SPARE RIBS

Südindisch� Gericht�
PEPPER CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Ingredient� Use�
BEEF

DUCK

CHICKEN

PORK MEAT
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 16:45-22:30
Wednesday 16:45-22:30
Thursday 16:45-22:30
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